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*****. Prince Darus laments that he has broken the heart of his
wife, Princess Zurah of Helium. The strength of their love is
tested in the most painful, and dangerous ways possible. Darus s
family suspect s that Zurah s Than family bloodline has
expressed itself in aberrant behavior and that she has killed
twenty-three little girls right before their eyes. Zurah pleads that
she killed no girls but rather green bug monsters, brandishing
swords. In to a terrible family meeting the family rejects her
story. They saw beautiful little girls being slaughtered. It is
exacerbated by the arrival of a detachment of guards bearing a
warrant for Zurah s arrest for mass murder of children signed
by the Jeddak (King), Tardos Mors, himself. Zurah s reaction is
to flee which she does in her small fast-flyer. She flies to Torquas
knowing their friend, Jeddak Hortan Gur, will grant her refuge.
However, the effect of her leaving crushes Prince Darus. On their
bed Zurah left a note, Find me, fight for me. It is the only way to
keep me. Thus begins...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just
happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd
Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko
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